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T lymphocytes comprise two distinct lineages 
that express either  or  TCR complexes 
and perform nonoverlapping roles in immune 
responses. Although  T cells generally re-
spond to peptide ligands in the context of 
MHC class I and II, the types of antigens recog-
nized by TCRs are more diverse and include 
nonclassical MHC molecules, heat shock pro-
teins, and lipids.  T cells make up a small pro-
portion of T cells in the peripheral lymphoid 
organs but predominate in the epithelial tissues 
that form the inner and outer surfaces of the 
body (Hayday, 2000; Carding and Egan, 2002; 
Vantourout and Hayday, 2013). Furthermore, 
 T cells are thought be an important link be-
tween the innate and adaptive immune systems 
because they recognize pathogen-derived and 
host stress-induced ligands at epithelial barriers 
(Born et al., 2006; Witherden and Havran, 
2011). Although  T cells have been shown to 

play a vital role in certain types of responses,  
it has been difficult to identify the factors 
that govern their divergence from the  lin-
eage during development. Accordingly, the 
molecular mechanisms that control lineage 
commitment, shape the  T cell repertoire, and 
specify effector fate during development are 
not well understood.

Both  and  lineage T cells arise from 
immature CD4CD8 (double negative [DN]) 
precursors in the thymus (Petri et al., 1992; 
Dudley et al., 1995).  lineage T cells largely re-
main DN and develop in response to signals from 
the TCR complex, whereas signals transduced 
through the preTCR complex are required for 
adoption of the  fate and differentiation of 
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Numerous studies indicate that  T cell receptor (TCR) expression alone does not 
reliably mark commitment of early thymic progenitors to the  fate. This raises the pos-
sibility that the TCR is unable to intrinsically specify fate and instead requires additional 
environmental factors, including TCR–ligand engagement. We use single cell progenitor 
assays to reveal that ligand acts instructionally to direct adoption of the  fate. More-
over, we identify CD73 as a TCR ligand-induced cell surface protein that distinguishes 
TCR-expressing CD4—CD8— progenitors that have committed to the  fate from those 
that have not yet done so. Indeed, unlike CD73— TCR+ progenitors, which largely adopt 
the  fate upon separation from the intrathymic selecting environment, those that ex-
press CD73 remain CD4—CD8— and committed to the  fate. CD73 is expressed by >90% of 
peripheral  cells, suggesting this is a common occurrence during development. Moreover, 
CD73 induction appears to mark a metastable intermediate stage before acquisition of 
effector function, suggesting that  lineage and effector fate are specified sequentially. 
These findings have important implications for the role of ligand in  lineage commitment 
and its relationship to the specification of effector fate.
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TCR transgene could adopt either the  or  fate upon 
manipulating the TCR to transduce weak or strong TCR 
signals, respectively (Haks et al., 2005; Hayes et al., 2005). Evi-
dence using Ab ligation of the TCR suggests that the strong 
TCR signals linked to adoption of the  fate are functioning 
in an instructional manner (Kreslavsky et al., 2008).

Although the signal strength model is now widely re-
garded as providing the best explanation for the role of the 
TCR complex in lineage commitment, it remains unclear 
how the TCR complex transduces the stronger signals re-
quired for adoption of the  fate. The role of ligand in regu-
lating the TCR signal remains controversial (Kreslavsky 
and von Boehmer, 2010; Meyer et al., 2010). Based on the  
restriction of the chain usage and CDR3 sequences of the 
TCR complex that characterizes the dendritic epidermal 
T cell (DETC) subset of  T cells, it is likely that their de-
velopment is ligand-dependent (Havran and Allison, 1988). 
DETC development requires expression of Skint1, although 
whether Skint1 functions as a selecting ligand remains to  
be fully established (Boyden et al., 2008). Analysis of the only 
other  population for which a selecting ligand has been 
identified, T-10/22 binding  T cells, has produced conflict-
ing results. Data from TCR Tg models have provided very 
clear evidence in support of a role for ligand in their selection 
(Haks et al., 2005; Lauritsen et al., 2009), but this did not ap-
pear to be true for polyclonal T-10/22 reactive  progenitors 
identified by tetramer binding (Jensen et al., 2008).

Efforts to gain clear insights into the molecular processes 
involved in / fate specification have been hampered  
by the absence of markers that distinguish DN TCR- 
expressing progenitors that have committed to the  fate 
from those yet to do so. Sox13 was initially advanced as a 
marker of developing  T cells and mediator of their devel-
opment, but more recent analysis now reveals that its expres-
sion marks only a subset of  T cells (Melichar et al., 2007; 
Kreslavsky et al., 2008). Moreover, analysis of mice with a 
spontaneous mutation in Sox13 has revealed that this tran-
scription factor is not required for lineage commitment and 
likely has a role in maturation or specification of effector fate 
(Gray et al., 2013). The Hayday laboratory previously identi-
fied a -biased expression profile consisting of genes highly 
expressed in mature  T cells; however, this signature corre-
sponds with acquisition of effector function and not necessar-
ily lineage commitment (Pennington et al., 2003; Silva-Santos 
et al., 2005). Recent expression profiling of  subsets has 
identified new candidates, in addition to confirming a previ-
ous study linking particular transcription factors to effector 
fate (e.g., Sox13 and RORt with IL-17 production and 
Egr3 with IFN- production; Turchinovich and Hayday, 
2011; Narayan et al., 2012). Furthermore, analysis of gene ex-
pression in  subsets has led to the identification of a net-
work of high-mobility group transcription factors, including 
Sox4, Sox13, Tcf1, and Lef1, responsible for directing the pro-
gramming of IL-17 production in certain  T cells subsets 
(Malhotra et al., 2013). Nonetheless, a molecular marker for 
 lineage commitment remains to be identified.

 progenitors to the CD4+CD8+ (double positive [DP]) 
stage (Kreslavsky et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2010). Therefore,  
and  lineage cells are usually identified by their expression 
of either TCR isotype in combination with whether they 
progress to the DP stage () or remain DN (). However, 
it has become apparent that fate decisions are not always 
matched by TCR expression and that expression of the TCR 
type alone is not sufficient to direct lineage commitment. 
Studies using gene-targeted (Tcrb/ or Ptcra/) mice, which 
allow expression of only the TCR, have revealed the pres-
ence of progenitors that were diverted to the DP stage (Bruno 
et al., 1996; Passoni et al., 1997). Likewise, studies using 
Rag2/ KN6 TCR transgenic (Tg) mice have also dem-
onstrated that TCR type does not exclusively determine lin-
eage fate (Haks et al., 2005). The KN6 model provides a unique 
system for studying lineage fate because, unlike most TCRs, 
the ligand for the KN6 TCR is known. KN6 Tg thymocytes 
recognize an endogenous nonclassical MHC class I mole-
cule (T-10/22) whose surface expression is 2M-dependent 
(Bonneville et al., 1989). In the presence of ligand, most KN6 
thymocytes remain DN, adopt the  fate, down-modulate 
CD24 expression, and acquire effector function (Pereira et al., 
1992). However, when surface expression of ligand is attenu-
ated in 2M-deficient mice, adoption of the  fate by KN6 
Tg thymocytes is abrogated and they are instead diverted to 
the DP stage of the  lineage (Haks et al., 2005). These stud-
ies and others have demonstrated that TCR+ DN T cell 
progenitors retain the ability to adopt either the  or  
lineage, regardless of the TCR isotype they express (Terrence 
et al., 2000; Lacorazza et al., 2001).

Attempts to explain the role of the TCR in / lin-
eage commitment have been distilled into two basic models: 
stochastic and instructional. The stochastic model predicts 
that lineage fate is determined independently of TCR expres-
sion and that TCR signaling serves only to reinforce the pre-
viously established fate decision, provided the TCR isotype 
matches the preordained lineage fate (Narayan and Kang, 2010). 
Conversely, the instructional model proposes that TCR sig-
naling “instructs” an uncommitted precursor to adopt either 
the  or  fate (Wong and Zúñiga-Pflücker, 2010). That is, 
the signals transduced through the preTCR or TCR ac-
tively specify the  and  fates, respectively. These models 
share the basic tenet that the preTCR or TCR complexes 
transduce unique signals inextricably linked to specification 
of the  and  fates, respectively. However, these models 
are not adequate to explain the status of TCR gene rear-
rangements in  and  lineage cells, nor do they appropri-
ately explain the lineage infidelity observed in TCR Tg and 
gene-targeted mice (Lee et al., 2010). To address these incon-
sistencies, a signal strength model was proposed which posits 
that strong signaling through a TCR promotes adoption of 
the  lineage, whereas weaker signals lead to adoption of the 
 lineage, irrespective of the isotype of the TCR complex 
from which those signals originate (Hayes and Love, 2006). 
Compelling support for the signal strength model was pro-
vided by the demonstration that thymocytes expressing a single 
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to the DP stage when ligand expression is indirectly attenu-
ated in 2M-deficient hosts because T-10/22 ligands depend 
upon 2M for surface expression (Haks et al., 2005). Because 
2M deficiency indirectly attenuates surface expression of  
T-10/22, along with all other 2M-dependent molecules, we 
evaluated the role of KN6 TCR–ligand interactions in deter-
mining lineage fate using an in vitro culture system where  
T-10/22 expression could be directly and specifically attenu-
ated by shRNA knockdown (Fig. 1). We generated OP9-
DL1 cells (Schmitt and Zúñiga-Pflücker, 2002) that expressed 
very low levels of T-10/22 (Ligand) or elevated levels of the 
low-affinity T-10d (Ligand+) ligand and then monitored the 
development of KN6-expressing T cell progenitors on these 
monolayers (Fig. 1 A). KN6 TCR-transduced Rag2/ 
progenitors that were cultured on ligand-expressing mono-
layers adopted the  fate, as indicated by remaining DN and 
down-regulating CD24 (Fig. 1 A). Consistent with our find-
ing that KN6 Tg thymocytes are diverted to the  lineage  
in 2M-deficient mice, KN6-expressing progenitors cultured 
on OP9-DL1 cells in which T-10/22 expression was knocked 
down (Ligand) were diverted to the  lineage, as indicated 
by their development to the DP stage and their failure to 
down-regulate CD24 (Fig. 1 A). These findings demonstrate 
that adoption of the  fate by KN6-expressing progenitors 
is specifically dependent on T-10d ligand. Although our results 
demonstrate that TCR–ligand interactions are required for 
adoption of the  fate in this model, because our analysis was 
performed on bulk cultures, it remained unclear whether the 
strong TCR signals induced by ligand engagement were act-
ing to instruct the lineage fate of uncommitted precursors 
(instructional) or, alternatively, were rescuing the survival of 

In this study, we investigate the role of TCR–ligand en-
gagement in  T cell commitment and use single cell progeni-
tor studies to show that ligand instructs the fate of individual 
progenitors. We also identified Nt5e (CD73), which is up- 
regulated upon ligand engagement of the TCR, is highly 
expressed in 25–30% of TCR+ DN progenitors, and marks 
their commitment to the  fate. Indeed, CD73+ but not 
CD73 TCR-expressing progenitors remain DN and 
adopt the  fate, even after removal from intrathymic select-
ing conditions in vivo or from ligand in vitro. Expression of 
CD73 on immature CD24+ DN progenitors also defines an 
intermediate developmental stage after commitment but be-
fore acquisition of effector fate, where the transcription factor 
networks involved in specifying effector fate are scrambled. 
These networks are then resolved upon subsequent matura-
tion into CD73+CD24low cells that are functionally compe-
tent, providing the first indication that  lineage commitment 
and specification of effector fate may occur sequentially.  
Altogether, these findings describe a role for CD73 as a novel, 
ligand-dependent marker of  T cell commitment and pro-
vide important insights into its relationship to acquisition of 
effector fate.

RESULTS
Ligand instructs the lineage fate of T cell  
progenitors expressing the KN6 TCR
We have previously shown that KN6 TCR Tg thymocytes 
adopt the  fate in the presence of T-10/22 ligand in vivo, as 
indicated by their remaining DN and down-regulating the 
CD24 maturation marker (Pereira et al., 1992; Haks et al., 2005). 
KN6 thymocytes are diverted to the  fate and differentiate 

Figure 1. TCR ligand dictates the fate of KN6 
progenitors in an instructional manner. (A, Left)  
T-10/22 expression was determined by real-time PCR 
for OP9-DL1 cells that were retrovirally transduced 
with shRNA (Ligand) targeting T-10/22 or with a  
T-10d–encoding construct (Ligand+). Expression was 
normalized to -actin and is shown relative to non-
transduced OP9-DL1. Mean ± SD for triplicates is 
shown. (A, Right) Rag2/ DN3 fetal liver progenitors 
were transduced with a KN6 TCR-IRES-YFP retro-
viral construct and cultured on Ligand or Ligand+ 
OP9-DL1 cells. Development was assessed at various 
time points by flow cytometry to evaluate CD4 and 
CD8 expression as well as CD24 levels on DN-gated 
cells. Flow cytometry plots shown are for analysis on 
day 11 and the gate frequencies for each population 
are indicated on the histograms. Graphs show cell 
counts of  (DP, CD24high) and  (DN, CD24low) 
lineage progeny present in cultures on days 4, 7,  
and 11. Data are representative of at least three indepen-

dent experiments. (B) Single Rag2/ DN3 fetal liver progenitors were transduced with KN6 TCR and placed into individual wells of 96-well plates con-
taining either Ligand or Ligand+ OP9-DL1 cells. On day 10, plates were analyzed by flow cytometry and lineage fate was determined in reconstituted 
wells (119 wells for Ligand and 112 for Ligand+ out of 120 total plated for each). (Top) Positive wells containing >15% DP cells were recorded as  and 
those containing <15% DP are indicated as . Data are expressed as a percentage of total reconstituted wells. (Bottom) The percentages of DP and  
DN-gated CD24low cells are shown for individual reconstituted wells (each symbol represents one well). Horizontal bars indicate means. Results are  
representative of two independent experiments.
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instructional manner. This is consistent with previous analy-
sis using Ab ligation to mimic ligand engagement (Kreslavsky 
et al., 2008).

CD73 is highly expressed among  T cells
Our findings, and those of others, demonstrate that expres-
sion of TCR alone is not sufficient to dictate the lineage 
fate of progenitors (Lee et al., 2010); however, to date, aside 
from the absence of development to the DP stage, there is no 
other marker that distinguishes DN TCR-expressing cells 
that have adopted the  fate from those that have yet to do 
so. To identify such markers, we performed microarray analy-
sis to reveal genes that are highly expressed, compared with 
 lineage DP cells, in both KN6 TCR Tg thymocytes 
that are adopting the  fate in response to ligand engage-
ment and in polyclonal non-Tg TCR-expressing cells. 
Among the genes identified in this manner as being more 
highly expressed in  progenitors than in  lineage DP was 
Nt5e (ecto-5-nucleotidase, CD73; Fig. 2 A). Analysis of Nt5e 
expression in populations of sorted adult C57BL/6 thymo-
cytes confirmed that the gene is highly expressed in TCR+ 
cells and expressed at low levels in DN3, DN4, and DP thy-
mocytes, with somewhat higher levels expressed in mature 
CD4 and CD8 single-positive thymocytes. Flow cytometry 

precommitted progenitors (stochastic). To distinguish these 
possibilities, we performed single-cell progenitor fate assays 
by plating individual KN6 TCR-expressing DN3 progeni-
tors onto monolayers either lacking (Ligand) or expressing  
(Ligand+) ligand (Fig. 1 B). Our analysis indicated that 80% of 
cells developing in the absence of ligand adopted the  lin-
eage, as defined by the presence of >15% DP cells, the crite-
rion used in our previous single-cell analysis (Ciofani et al., 
2006). Conversely, 80% of cells developing on ligand-expressing 
monolayers adopted the  fate as indicated by their re-
maining DN (Fig. 1 B). The scatter plot illustrating the per-
centage of DP and mature DN cells in each well likewise 
indicates that most wells from cultures developing on ligand 
were  lineage because they comprised predominantly  
mature DN, whereas those cultured in the absence of ligand 
were  lineage because they comprised predominantly 
CD24hi DP (Fig. 1 B, bottom). KN6 TCR-expressing  
progenitors exhibited a similarly high cloning frequency on 
both Ligand and Ligand+ monolayers, as did progenitors ex-
pressing the preTCR (i.e., TCR-–transduced; not depicted; 
Ciofani et al., 2006). Altogether, these single cell progenitor 
studies reveal different lineage fates in the presence or absence 
of ligand and suggest that lineage commitment of KN6 
TCR-expressing progenitors is regulated by ligand in an 

Figure 2. CD73 is inducible by ligand 
engagement and is highly expressed in  
lineage T cells. (A) The indicated thymocyte 
populations were isolated by cell sorting: 
DN3, TCR-TCR-CD25+CD44; DN4, 
TCR-TCR-CD25CD44; DP, 
CD4+CD8+; 4SP, CD4+; 8SP, CD8+; and , 
CD4CD8TCR+. Expression of CD73 mRNA 
was quantified by real-time PCR and levels 
were normalized to -actin. Graphed values 
indicate mean ± SD. Surface expression of 
CD73 on the sorted populations was mea-
sured by flow cytometry to determine the 
frequency of CD73 and CD73+ cells. Gate 
frequencies of the CD73 and CD73+ popula-
tions are listed on the histograms. (B) CD73 
expression was measured by flow cytometry 
on the indicated TCR-expressing thymocyte 
populations from adult mice. The left panel 
shows the gating strategy and percentages 
for each population, with the gate frequencies 
indicated on the histograms. (C) KN6 TCR 
Tg thymocytes were exposed in vivo to strong 
TCR signals (T-10d; KN6 Tg Lig+, KN6 Tg 
Rag2/) or to diminished TCR signaling, 
produced either by eliminating ligand (KN6 Tg 
Lig, KN6 Tg Rag2/B2m/) or by ablation 
of the p56lck tyrosine kinase (KN6 Tg Rag2/ 
Lck/). The numbers shown indicate the per-
centage of cells within gated quadrants and 
data are representative of results from analy-
sis of at least five mice of each genotype from 
at least three independent experiments.
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previously reported that CD27+CD25+ TCR-expressing 
DN thymocytes constitute a highly proliferative progenitor 
subset that gives rise to more mature CD25 populations. 
Interestingly, the CD73CD24high population of TCR-
expressing cells contains some (13%) CD25+CD27+ cells, 
but these are diminished upon induction of CD73, suggest-
ing that CD73 induction occurs as the earliest CD25+CD27+ 
progenitors differentiate into CD25CD27+ cells (Fig. 2 B). 
In the KN6 Tg TCR model where all thymocytes express 
the same TCR specificity, we found CD73 to be highly ex-
pressed among CD24low cells that have adopted the  fate. 
However, CD73 was not expressed on thymocytes that have 
been diverted to the  fate by attenuating TCR signaling, 
either through abrogation of ligand expression using 2M 
deficiency or impairing TCR signaling through elimination 
of the key TCR signaling kinase, p56lck (Fig. 2 C). Together, 
these data indicate that CD73 expression is bimodal in the 
earliest TCR-expressing progenitors and that weakening 
TCR signaling attenuates its induction.

CD73 marks  lineage committed KN6  
TCR-expressing progenitors
Because the expression of CD73 by KN6 Tg progenitors was 
induced by TCR ligand engagement and was correlated with 
adoption of the  fate, we asked whether the induction of 
CD73 actually marked  lineage commitment. To address 
this possibility, KN6-expressing DN3 progenitors were cul-
tured on ligand-expressing OP9-DL1 cells until CD73 began 
to be induced (5 d), after which the CD24highCD73+ and 
CD24highCD73 progenitors were independently transferred 
to cultures lacking ligand (Fig. 3 A). After additional culture 
on OP9-DL1 cells lacking ligand, the progenitors that had 
not yet induced CD73 adopted the  fate, as indicated  
by differentiation to the DP stage and retention of the 
CD73CD24high phenotype (Fig. 3 A). When these CD73 
cells were transferred to OP9 cultures expressing ligand, they 
induced CD73 and down-modulated CD24 (Fig. 3 A, bot-
tom), indicating that they remained capable of committing to 
the  fate in response to prolonged exposure to ligand. Im-
portantly, when CD73+ progenitors were transferred to cul-
tures lacking ligand, they remained DN and down-regulated 
CD24, indicating that they had committed to the  fate  
(Fig. 3, A and B). Notably, although the vast majority of 
CD73+ progenitors retained CD73 expression, a small CD73 
population emerged in these cultures, perhaps because of  
incomplete separation of CD73+ cells from the CD73 pop-
ulation during cell sorting. Altogether, these data suggest that 
CD73 expression identifies KN6 progenitors that have en-
gaged ligand and committed to the  lineage, whereas cells 
that have not induced CD73 appear to remain bipotential and 
capable of adopting either the  or  lineage upon receipt 
of appropriate stimulation. Based on these findings, we con-
clude that CD73 induction precedes CD24 down-modulation 
and distinguishes TCR+ DNs that have committed to the 
 fate from those that retain  fate potential.

analysis revealed that CD73 surface expression was consis-
tent with the mRNA levels, being highly expressed on 25% 
of TCR+ cells. The elevated expression in TCR+ DN 
thymocytes, and the fact that CD73 is a cell surface molecule, 
made it an appealing candidate for lineage commitment stud-
ies. Analysis of TCR-positive thymocytes revealed that 
15% of CD24high immature TCR-expressing cells were 
CD73+, whereas CD24low cells uniformly expressed CD73 
at high levels (Fig. 2 B). Therefore, we speculated that CD73 
expression might be an indicator of initial  commitment 
that precedes CD24 down-modulation. Ribot et al. (2009) 

Figure 3. CD73 identifies  lineage–committed KN6 progenitors. 
(A and B) Rag2/ fetal liver DN3 progenitors were transduced with the 
KN6 TCR as in Fig. 1 and cultured on ligand-expressing OP9-DL1 cells 
for 5 d. On day 5, CD24highCD73 and CD73+ populations were isolated by 
cell sorting and transferred to Ligand or Ligand+ OP9-DL1 cultures. After 
an additional 4 d of culture, development was assessed by flow cytometry 
using the indicated Ab to determine the frequency of gated populations, 
which are indicated on the histograms. (B) The graph shows absolute cell 
numbers of the indicated phenotypes of cells transferred to Ligand OP9-
DL1 cultures (mean ± SD) for triplicate wells seeded with 5,000 progeni-
tors on Ligand OP9-DL1. Data shown are representative of results from 
three independent experiments. (C) KN6 TCR-expressing DN3 progeni-
tors were cultured for 6 d on Ligand (L) OP9 DL1 cells to generate  
lineage DP or Ligand+ (L+) OP9-DL1 cells to generate CD73 and CD73+ 
DN thymocytes. Expression of the indicated genes was quantified by real-
time PCR. Values were normalized to -actin and the mean ± SD depicted 
graphically as fold change in expression over that in CD73 DN isolated 
from L cultures. Results are representative of 3 experiments performed.
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retention of TCR expression; however, when  progeni-
tors are removed from the intrathymic milieu before CD73 
induction, many of these DN thymocytes silence TCR ex-
pression, express TCR- protein, switch to the  fate, and 

To determine whether previously identified genes that 
are enriched in  lineage cells might also exhibit expression 
patterns linked to  lineage commitment, we analyzed their 
expression using real-time PCR in ligand-exposed progeni-
tors (Fig. 3 C). We found that ligand exposure increased 
CD73 mRNA levels even in those KN6 TCR-expressing 
cells that were CD73 by flow cytometry; however, expres-
sion of CD73 mRNA increased a further 20-fold in the cells 
that were CD73+ by flow cytometry and had committed to 
the  fate (Fig. 3 C). Interestingly, with the exception of 
Rgs1, which we previously confirmed to be closely linked to 
adoption of the  fate (Lauritsen et al., 2009), none of the 
genes in this profile were further enriched in the CD73+ 
(Nt5ehigh) population, which had committed to the  fate 
(Fig. 3 C). Rgs2, Nr4a1, Nr4a2, Crem (Icer), and Hey1 were 
expressed to varying degrees but, unlike CD73 (Nt5e), none 
of these other genes appeared to be up-regulated in the  
lineage-committed CD73+ population. Notably, although 
Sox13 had previously been considered a marker of  T cells, 
it was not expressed by -committed KN6-expressing thy-
mocytes. Based on these data, we propose that CD73 expres-
sion is an early identifier of  T cell lineage commitment 
that precedes expression of other, previously identified  
-biased genes. Therefore, CD73 can be used to identify 
other genes and molecular pathways that are pertinent to lin-
eage fate decisions.

To determine whether CD73 expression also marked the 
 lineage-committed cells among polyclonal TCR+ DN 
from adult mice, we isolated the CD73+ and CD73 subpop-
ulations and cultured them on OP9-DL1 monolayers for  
4 d (Fig. 4). The vast majority of CD73+ cells remained DN 
and TCR+, indicating that they had committed to the  
fate (Fig. 4 A, left). For the CD73 population, 35% were 
diverted to the  fate and differentiated to the DP stage  
(Fig. 4 A; right). This appears to be an underestimate of the 
propensity of CD73TCR+ cells to fate switch, as 17% of 
these cells up-regulated CD73 upon culture on OP9-DL1 
cells, presumably in response to encounter with ligands ex-
pressed by OP9 cells. Interestingly, although all of the CD73 
cells that up-regulated CD73 during culture on OP9 cells  
retained expression of the TCR, about half of those that 
remained CD73-negative silenced surface expression of the 
TCR (Fig. 4 A, bottom right). The silencing of TCR 
expression by cultured CD73 cells was accompanied by loss 
of intracellular TCR- protein (Fig. 4 B, bottom left), but not 
mRNA encoding the constant domains of TCR- and  
TCR- (Fig. 4 C). As expected, C expression was lost in DP 
thymocytes as the TCR- silencing element is activated at 
this stage (Fig. 4 C; Ferrero et al., 2006). Accordingly, TCR 
expression appears to be silenced at a posttranscriptional level. 
It is important to note that many of the CD73TCR 
cells also expressed intracellular TCR-, consistent with the 
notion that the switch to the  fate by the CD73 progeni-
tors that silence TCR expression, is likely promoted by 
up-regulation of the preTCR. Altogether, these data indicate 
that CD73 induction marks commitment to the  fate and 

Figure 4. CD73+ polyclonal TCR+ DN cells are enriched for 
those that have committed to the  lineage. (A) CD73 and CD73+ 
TCR-expressing DN thymocytes were isolated by flow cytometry from 
adult C57BL/6 mice (gating shown in left plot) and cultured 4 d on OP9-
DL1 cells. Development was assessed by flow cytometry based on expres-
sion of CD4, CD8, CD73, and TCR- and numerical values indicate the 
frequency of cells in each quadrant. Data shown are representative of 
analysis from three independent experiments. (B) As in A, CD73 cells 
were cultured for 4 d and stained to identify DN populations that were 
CD73+TCR+ (I), CD73TCR+ (II), and CD73TCR (III). These popula-
tions were then sorted, fixed, permeabilized, and stained to determine the 
frequencies of cells (indicated on the histograms) that expressed intra-
cellular (i.c.) TCR- and TCR- protein. Rag2/ thymocytes served as a 
negative control. Data shown are representative of analysis from three 
independent experiments. (C) Expression of mRNA encoding the indicated 
clonotypic TCR subunits was evaluated by reverse transcription PCR and 
ethidium bromide staining on the subsets identified in A. Data shown are 
representative of two independent experiments. (D) CD73, CD73low,  
CD73mid, CD73high, and total CD73+ TCR-expressing CD24high DN thymo-
cytes were isolated by flow cytometry from adult C57BL/6 mice and cul-
tured for 4 d on OP9-DL1 cells, after which development was assessed by 
flow cytometry based on expression of CD4, CD8, CD73, and TCR-. Data 
shown in all panels are representative of two independent experiments, 
with gate frequencies indicated on the histograms.
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the OP9 model can be used to conduct studies with DETC 
progenitors under culture conditions devoid of additional ag-
onist stimulation (Barbee et al., 2011). We sorted CD73 and 
CD73+ V3-expressing thymocytes from day 16.5 C57BL/6 
fetal thymuses and cultured them on OP9-DL1 cells (Fig. 5, 
C and D). Importantly, the majority of CD73+V3+ progeni-
tors remained DN, down-regulated CD24, and retained expres-
sion of the TCR, indicating that despite being separated 
from the intrathymic selecting environment, these cells remained 

develop to the DP stage. Among the heterogeneous TCR-
expressing DN thymocytes used in this experiment was a 
subpopulation that were stimulated by ligands expressed on 
OP9-DL1 cells, as indicated by the up-regulation of CD73 
during culture. Accordingly, this suggests that the extent of 
fate-switching by the CD73 TCR-expressing DN cells  
is likely to be underestimated in this system.

Although the vast majority of CD73-expressing cells in 
this experiment remained DN and committed to the  fate, 
10% of cells in these cultures differentiated to the DP stage. 
To determine the basis for this, we conducted further analysis 
to determine if this resulted from incomplete separation of 
the CD73+ and CD73 populations or, alternatively, reflected 
a threshold of CD73 expression that must be achieved for com-
mitment. Interestingly, when CD73low, CD73mid, or CD73high 
TCR+CD24high DNs were cultured on OP9-DL1 cells, we 
found that the fraction of DP decreased with increasing CD73 
levels, suggesting perhaps that a particular threshold of TCR-
dependent CD73 induction must be met in order for lineage 
commitment to be achieved (Fig. 4 D).

These data indicate that CD73 induction marks cells that 
have lost the ability to fate-switch to the  lineage. Thus, 
CD73 induction could mark the commitment process itself 
or be a maturation marker that precedes all other maturation 
markers identified to date. To address this possibility, we used 
FVB/N (FVB.Tac) mice in which a point mutation in the 
Skint1 gene blocks maturation of V3+ (a.k.a., V5+) DETC 
progenitors during development in fetal thymus, but not their 
commitment to the  lineage (Fig. 5 A; Lewis et al., 2006; 
Boyden et al., 2008). Daily analysis of V3+ cells in fetal thy-
mic organ culture (FTOC) revealed that CD73 induction in 
FVB.Tac V3+ cells was delayed relative to that in V3+ cells 
from C57BL/6 mice, but induction was observed in a sub-
stantial fraction of cells. The V3+ cells from FVB.Tac mice 
fail to mature in the absence of Skint1 protein, as indicated by 
the failure to down-regulate CD24 (Fig. 5 A), consistent with 
previous studies (Lewis et al., 2006). Together, these findings 
suggest that CD73 is a marker of  lineage commitment, not 
a marker of maturation.

Because a large fraction of the polyclonal adult TCR+ 
cells that we analyzed appeared to be stimulated by culture on 
OP9 cells (Fig. 4), we wished to assess the extent of fate 
switching among endogenous V3+ DETC progenitors where 
agonist stimulation can be readily controlled. To determine 
whether OP9 cultures supported the development and mat-
uration of DETC progenitors, we retrovirally transduced 
Rag2/ fetal DN3 cells with the canonical DETC TCR 
and assessed development on OP9-DL1 monolayers either 
expressing or lacking the T-10/22 KN6 ligand. Unlike the 
progenitors transduced with KN6 TCR, which adopt the 
 fate and remain DN (Fig. 1 A), those expressing the DETC 
receptor did not induce CD73 or adopt the  fate; instead, 
they committed to the  fate and developed to the DP stage, 
irrespective of the presence of T-10/22 (Fig. 5 B). This con-
firms that OP9 cells do not express the DETC TCR agonist 
necessary for selection and adoption of the  fate, and that 

Figure 5. CD73 expression identifies  lineage–committed V3+ 
DETC progenitors. (A) The expression of CD73 and CD24 was evaluated by 
flow cytometry on V3+ TCR-expressing progenitors from C57BL/6 and 
FVB.Tac (FVB) FTOCs on the indicated days. Gate frequencies of the indi-
cated populations are indicated on the histograms. Data are representative 
of two experiments performed. (B) Rag2/ DN3 fetal liver progenitors 
were retrovirally transduced with the DETC TCR (V3V1IRES-YFP) and 
cultured on OP9-DL1 cells that lack or express T-10/22 for 7 d. Develop-
ment was assessed by flow cytometry based on expression of CD4, CD8, 
CD24, and CD73. Frequencies of each of the indicated populations are 
listed on the histograms. Results are representative of 3 experiments per-
formed. (C and D) CD73 and CD73+ V3-expressing fetal thymic progeni-
tors were isolated by flow cytometry (gating shown in top panels) from 
fetal thymi at embryonic day 16.5 and cultured on OP9-DL1 monolayers 
for 4 d. Developmental progression was evaluated by flow cytometry based 
on expression of CD4, CD8, CD24, and CD73, with gate frequencies listed 
on the histograms. In addition, gated DN cells were analyzed to determine 
the percentage of cells coexpressing V3 and TCR-. Results represent at 
least 15 pooled embryos and 3 independent experiments.
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IFN-–producing cells purported to undergo ligand-mediated 
selection (CD27+NK1.1 IFN- producers) from IL-17–
producing  cells (CD27NK1.1) thought to develop in 
the absence of ligand engagement (Turchinovich and Hayday, 
2011). Consistent with their purported dependence on ligand 
engagement, just over 20% of cells whose phenotype is as-
sociated with IFN- production (CD27+NK1.1) expressed 
CD73 (Fig. 6 A). Surprisingly, despite reports that the IL-17–
producing subset (CD27NK1.1) is thought to arise in the  
absence of ligand engagement, the vast majority of this subpopu-
lation expressed CD73, a nominally TCR ligand-inducible 
molecule (Fig. 2 C; Chalmin et al., 2012). CD27+NK1.1+ 
innate-like  cells were uniformly CD73+ (Fig. 6 A), consis-
tent with the observation that the PLZF transcription factor 
that characterizes their development can be induced by anti-
TCR Ab stimulation (Kreslavsky et al., 2009).

A recent study indicated that Egr3 induction is linked to spec 
ification of the IFN-–producing effector fate, whereas Sox13 
and RORt were linked to IL-17 production (Turchinovich 
and Hayday, 2011). To determine whether expression of these 
genes segregated with CD73 expression, we measured their 
mRNA levels by real-time PCR (Fig. 6 B). Interestingly, upon 
induction of CD73 among CD27+NK1.1 IFN-–producing 
cells, expression of the genes linked to the alternate, IL-17–
producing fate (Rorc and Sox13) was suppressed, whereas 
that of Egr3 was essentially unchanged (Fig. 6 B). Conversely, 
among IL-17–producing CD27NK1.1 cells, Rorc was ele-
vated in the CD73-expressing subset, whereas Egr3 and 
Sox13 remained low (Fig. 6 B). Because CD73 induction is 
associated with enrichment of transcription factors linked to 
their effector fate (e.g., Rorc in CD27 IL-17 producers) and 

committed to the  lineage (Fig. 5 D). Conversely, upon 
separation from the intrathymic selecting environment most 
CD73V3+ progenitors silenced the TCR, presumably 
expressed the preTCR complex, remained CD24high, and devel-
oped to the DP stage, indicating that they had not yet com-
mitted to the  fate and in fact switched fates to the  lineage 
(Fig. 5 D). Altogether, these data suggest that the induction of 
CD73 serves as a marker that distinguishes DN TCR+ 
progenitors that have committed to the  fate from those 
that have yet to do so. Moreover, these analyses suggest that a 
robust mechanism supporting fate switching exists in TCR-
expressing progenitors that have not yet encountered condi-
tions resulting in CD73 induction (i.e., ligand).

CD73 expression identifies functional  T cell subsets
 T cell effector fate is largely programmed during develop-
ment in the thymus (Bonneville et al., 2010; O’Brien and  
Born, 2010); however, the temporal relationship of specification 
of effector fate to lineage commitment remains unclear. Con-
sequently, because CD73 appears to mark TCR-expressing 
cells that have adopted the  fate, we asked whether CD73 
might also mark the acquisition of effector function. Ligand  
engagement has been reported to be responsible for the de-
velopment of CD27+NK1.1 IFN-–producing  cells 
(Jensen et al., 2008; Ribot et al., 2009). Conversely, adop-
tion of the IL-17–producing fate by CD27NK1.1 progeni-
tors has been suggested to occur in a ligand-independent 
manner (Jensen et al., 2008). Given that CD73 appears 
to be induced upon ligand engagement of the TCR, we 
used the gating schema proposed by the Hayday labora-
tory to determine whether CD73 expression distinguished  

Figure 6. CD73-expressing  lineage cells are enriched 
for the ability to produce cytokines. (A) CD73 expression was 
measured by flow cytometry on the indicated DN subsets of 
adult TCR-expressing thymocytes. The left panel shows gating 
based on CD27 and NK1.1 expression and the frequencies of the 
gated populations. (B) The populations identified in A were iso-
lated by flow cytometry, and the expression of Egr3, Rorc, and 
Sox13 was quantified by real-time PCR. Expression was normal-
ized to -actin and to the level observed in DN3 cells, and mean 
± SD of triplicate measurements was depicted graphically.  
(C) Thymic  T cell populations identified in A were stimulated 
with 50 ng/ml PMA and 1 µg/ml ionomycin for 5 h, and the 
frequency of IL-17A and IFN-–producing cells was determined 
by flow cytometry using intracellular staining. Shaded histo-
grams show analysis of unstimulated controls. The frequency of 
cytokine-producing cells is indicated on the histograms. Data 
shown are representative of three independent experiments.
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fraction was enriched for IFN-–producing cells, suggesting 
they may have been selected on the low levels of residual li-
gand present in 2m/ mice, as previously reported (Haks  
et al., 2005). The requirement for ligand in determining both 
IFN- and IL-17 effector fates reveals that, in addition to 
TCR signals, other environmental factors likely influence 
specification of effector fate (Haas et al., 2012). Nevertheless, 
our finding that >90% of peripheral  lineage cells express 
CD73 (Fig. 7 B) suggests that ligand plays an extensive role in 
 lineage commitment and may also do so in the specifica-
tion of effector fate.

CD73 expression identifies an intermediate  
stage of  effector specification
Because we found that CD73-expressing TCR+ cells had 
not only committed to the  fate but were also enriched for 
effector function, we wished to investigate the temporal rela-
tionship between lineage commitment and the specification 
of effector fate.  effector fate is often correlated with V 
usage. V2+ cells are often found to produce IL-17, whereas 
V1+ cells produce either IFN- alone or adopt a PLZF- 
expressing innate fate characterized by simultaneous produc-
tion of IFN- with IL-4 (O’Brien and Born, 2010). Moreover, 
recent analysis of gene expression in thymic  subsets dem-
onstrated that gene signatures corresponding to the ultimate 
effector fates of V subsets were already evident among im-
mature CD24high populations, which the authors interpreted 
as evidence for predetermination of effector fate (Narayan et al., 
2012). To address whether effector fate is predetermined and 
explore the relationship between lineage commitment and ef-
fector fate, we examined both the expression of effector fate-
linked transcription factors and the functional competence of 

a relative reduction of transcription factors required for the 
alternate fate, we reasoned that CD73 induction might also 
mark function. To investigate this possibility, we assessed the 
ability of CD73 and CD73+ subsets to produce cytokine 
upon stimulation with PMA and ionomycin (Fig. 6 C). Con-
sistent with the changes in Rorc expression that accompany 
CD73 induction, roughly three times more CD73-expressing 
cells were competent to produce cytokine than cells in the 
CD73 fraction (Fig. 6 C). This was true for both IFN- and 
IL-17 production (Fig. 6 C). These data indicate that in addi-
tion to marking cells that have committed to the  fate, 
CD73 expression also seems to identify a cell population that 
is enriched for the ability to produce cytokine.

To further assess the role of TCR signaling in adoption  
of effector fate, we evaluated the production of cytokines by 
KN6 Tg thymocytes. We isolated DN thymocytes from ligand-
sufficient (T-10d–expressing) and ligand-deficient (2m/) 
KN6 Tg mice and stimulated these cells with PMA and ionomy-
cin. Although few KN6 Tg thymocytes from 2m/ mice 
were capable of producing either cytokine, ligand-sufficient 
mice were capable of producing both IFN- and IL-17, with 
IFN- production being more robust (Fig. 7 A). In addition, 
co-staining with CD73 revealed that the majority of cytokine-
producing KN6 Tg thymocytes in ligand-expressing mice 
were also CD73+ (Fig. 7 A). Therefore, although previous 
studies have suggested that adoption of the IL-17–producing 
effector fate can occur in a ligand-independent manner, this 
did not appear to be true for KN6 TCR Tg thymocytes 
deprived of ligand. In addition, although the number of splenic 
 T cells in KN6 Tg 2m/ was found to be greatly reduced, 
more than half of the cells that were able to mature and exit 
the thymus expressed high levels of CD73. The CD73high 

Figure 7. Ligand is required for acquisition of 
function by KN6 TCR Tg thymocytes. (A) Thymo-
cytes from adult KN6 Tg L+ and KN6 Tg L mice were 
stimulated with 50 ng/ml PMA and 1 mg/ml ionomycin 
for 5 h, and the production of IFN- and IL-17A was 
assessed by intracellular flow cytometry. Shaded histo-
grams show analysis of unstimulated controls. Gate fre-
quencies of the indicated populations are listed on the 
histograms. Middle panels show IFN- and IL-17A pro-
duction by CD73+ and CD73 populations. The graph 
shows the percentage of cytokine-producing cells among 
total  T cells. Data from three independent experi-
ments were combined, and each data point represents an 
individual mouse, with the horizontal bars indicating 
means. (B) Spleen cell suspensions from adult KN6 Tg L+, 
KN6 Tg L, and C57BL/6 mice were analyzed by flow 
cytometry to assess the frequency of  T cells (top) and 
expression of CD73 on these cells (bottom). Gate fre-
quencies of the indicated populations are listed on the 
histograms. Graph shows total numbers of CD73 and 
CD73+  T cells in spleens from KN6 Tg L and KN6 Tg L+ 
as calculated by flow cytometry. Points represent data 
from individual mice and horizontal bars indicate means.
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V1.1+ and V2+ progenitors subdivided based on CD73 and 
CD24 expression (Fig. 8 A, top). If an effector transcription 
signature were already evident in CD73CD24high progeni-
tors and preserved upon CD73 induction and lineage com-
mitment, this would suggest that effector fate is preprogrammed. 
However, when we examined the expression of the genes 
linked to effector fate (Egr2 with IFN-, Rorc with IL-17, 
and PLZF with innate) in those V subpopulations, we found 
they could be further subdivided based on CD73 expression 
(Fig. 8 A). We found that CD24+CD73 V subpopulations 
were enriched in the transcription factors linked to their ulti-
mate effector fate; however, the expression of those transcrip-
tion factors was markedly altered upon CD73 induction, with 
Egr2 and PLZF being induced and Rorc being repressed in 
both V1 and V2 progenitors, despite linkage of these V to 
distinct effector fates (Fig. 8 A). The discordant expression 
patterns of these transcription factors did resolve during mat-
uration to the CD24low stage, where elevated levels of Egr2 
and PLZF are expressed in V1.1+ cells and Rorc is reexpressed 
in V2+ cells. Importantly, the resolution of the transcription 
factor expression patterns is accompanied by the acquisition 
of effector function because the ability to produce IFN- or 
IL-17 was also largely restricted to CD24low V1.1+ or V2+ 
subsets, respectively (Fig. 8 B). The fact that the expression 
differences only became realigned with their effector fate 
upon maturation to the CD24low stage suggests that lineage 
commitment, as measured by CD73 induction, and effector 
fate may be specified sequentially. Collectively, these data sug-
gest that in addition to serving as an indicator of commitment 
to the  fate, CD73 expression may also identify a novel, in-
termediate stage in the development of  thymocytes from 
which the ultimate effector fate is resolved (Fig. 8 C).

DISCUSSION
Although  and  lineage T cells are known to arise from 
a common progenitor in the thymus, the basis for specifica-
tion of these lineages remains poorly understood, in part be-
cause of the inability to identify within the broader pool of 
TCR-expressing DN progenitors those that have commit-
ted to the  fate. Previously, the only means of determining 
whether progenitors had committed to the  fate was to 
culture them in vitro and assess their developmental potential. 
In this assay,  lineage–committed cells remain DN and re-
tain TCR expression, whereas those not committed to the 
 lineage silence the TCR, switch to the  fate, and de-
velop to the DP stage. We report here, in the KN6  TCR 
Tg model where the selecting ligand is known, that TCR li-
gand engagement induces adoption of the  fate and does so 
in an instructional manner. This is accompanied by the TCR 
ligand-mediated induction of CD73, which is expressed by 
25% of TCR+ DN progenitors, and is a marker of those 
progenitors that have committed to the  fate. Indeed, CD73 
expression is induced under conditions that favor commit-
ment to the  fate. Moreover, TCR+ progenitors that 
have induced CD73 can be separated from the selecting mi-
lieu and continue to be committed to the  fate, as indicated 

Figure 8. CD73 expression marks an intermediate  population 
that has not yet acquired function and exhibits altered expression 
of effector fate genes. (A, Top) CD73 and CD24 expression was as-
sessed by flow cytometry on V1.1+ and V2+ subsets of  T cells from 
adult thymus. Gate frequencies of the indicated populations are listed on 
the histograms. (A, Bottom) Subpopulations of V1.1+ and V2+ identi-
fied in A were isolated by cell sorting, and the expression of Egr2, Rorc, 
and PLZF were quantified by real-time PCR. Expression was normalized 
to -actin and to the level observed in DN3 cells, and mean ± SD of 
triplicate measurements was depicted graphically. Results shown are 
representative of two independent experiments. (B) V1.1+ and V2+ 
populations identified in A were isolated by cell sorting and stimulated 
with 50 ng/ml PMA and 1 mg/ml ionomycin for 5 h, after which the per-
centage of cells that produced IL-17A or IFN- was determined by flow 
cytometry using intracellular staining. Shaded histograms show analysis 
of unstimulated controls. The frequencies of cytokine-producing cells are 
listed on the histograms. Results shown are representative of two inde-
pendent experiments. (C) In the proposed model of sequential adoption 
of the  lineage and effector fate, CD73 expression distinguishes 
TCR+ progenitors that have committed to the  lineage from those 
that retain  lineage potential. CD73 induction on CD24high TCR+ 
cells also identifies an intermediate population in which effector fate 
specifying genes are remodeled (yellow/blue gradient). Expression of 
effector fate specifying genes resolves during maturation and loss of 
CD24 expression, which coincides with acquisition of effector function. 
These findings suggest that  lineage commitment and specification of 
effector fate are sequential, separable processes.
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binding progenitor pool are likely to exhibit a wide range of 
developmental outcomes upon encountering T-10/22 during 
development. Finally, our observation that CD73 is a TCR 
ligand-inducible molecule expressed by 25% of thymic pro-
genitors and >90% of peripheral  T cells strongly suggests 
that ligand may be involved in development of a significant 
fraction of  progenitors.

CD73 is purportedly induced in response to antigen re-
ceptor signaling, in agreement with our findings; however,  
the molecular basis for control of CD73 expression remains 
poorly understood. Although CD73 is highly expressed in  
lineage T cells, it has also been found on other murine lym-
phocyte populations, including  lineage CD4 and CD8  
T cells, Th17 cells, and T reg T cells (Yamashita et al., 1998; 
Thompson et al., 2004; Deaglio et al., 2007; Chalmin et al., 
2012). Recent analysis in Th17 cells suggests that the induc-
tion of CD73 in response to anti-TCR + CD28 stimulation 
is augmented by cytokines that signal through STAT3, in-
cluding IL-6. TCR-induced CD73 expression was also aug-
mented by TGF- signaling, and this effect appeared to be 
mediated by the SMAD-dependent loss of the Gfi-1 tran-
scriptional repressor (Chalmin et al., 2012). We have observed 
that induction of CD73 in developing  T cells is dependent 
on TCR–ligand interactions and requires signaling through 
the p56lck tyrosine kinase. Moreover, we have shown that 
KN6 TCR-expressing progenitors developing on Ligand 
(T-10/22 shRNA-treated) OP9 cells failed to induce CD73, 
suggesting that the IL-7 signaling in these cultures is not suf-
ficient to induce CD73 despite its ability to activate STAT3, 
providing additional support that CD73 induction requires 
TCR ligand engagement, and that cytokine signaling alone is 
insufficient to do so. Accordingly, if CD73 induction on  
lineage progenitors always requires TCR–ligand interactions, 
then this has important implications for the control of   
lineage commitment and the specification of effector fate.

Although CD73 is not exclusively expressed on  lin-
eage cells, CD73 represents the first effective marker with 
which to distinguish immature DN TCR-expressing thy-
mic progenitors that have committed to the  fate from 
those that have yet to do so. However, it remained unclear 
whether CD73 induction marked  lineage commitment 
itself or a subsequent, early stage in maturation. To address this 
question, we analyzed the development of V3+ DETC pro-
genitors from FVB.Tac mice, which are reported to commit 
to the  fate but fail to mature due to a mutation in Skint1 
(Lewis et al., 2006; Boyden et al., 2008). We observed that 
CD73 was induced on 50% of FVB.Tac DETC progenitors, 
suggesting that CD73 does indeed mark lineage commitment  
and not maturation. Nevertheless, CD73 was induced on 
fewer DETCs from FVB.Tac mice than from B6 mice 
(90%). Because the precise role of Skint1 in promoting 
DETC development has not been established, the basis for 
this difference remains to be established. However, the de-
creased frequency in CD73-expressing DETC progenitors in 
FVB.Tac mice may reflect a difference in the background 
strain (FVB/N vs. C57BL/6) because Skint1 mRNA levels 

by remaining DN and retaining the TCR. Conversely, DN 
TCR+ progenitors that have not induced CD73 switch to 
the  fate upon separation from the selecting milieu, as in-
dicated by silencing of the TCR and development to the 
DP stage. The use of CD73 as a marker of  lineage commit-
ment has also enabled us to provide the first insights into the 
temporal relationship between  lineage commitment and 
specification of effector fate. Indeed, CD73 induction identi-
fies a transitional CD24high stage after  lineage commitment 
but before acquisition of function, in which the linkage between 
fate-specifying transcription factors and effector fate is perturbed. 
This linkage is realigned upon maturation to the CD24low 
stage, which suggests that lineage commitment and the speci-
fication of effector fate are separable and occur sequentially.

The role of the TCR and preTCR complexes in 
/ lineage commitment has long been debated. Reports 
from our laboratory, and others, demonstrated that neither 
strict instructional nor stochastic models provide an adequate 
explanation for the experimental data relating to / lin-
eage commitment. Instead, these data provided strong support 
for a TCR signal strength model that now represents the pre-
vailing view in the field (Haks et al., 2005; Hayes et al., 2005). 
Moreover, we demonstrated that ligand engagement was able 
to alter the fate of TCR-expressing DN progenitors, rais-
ing the possibility that ligand might be involved in regulating 
lineage commitment of polyclonal progenitors in vivo. Nev-
ertheless, it remained unclear whether ligand was acting to 
instruct fate or to rescue viability of progenitors in which lin-
eage fate had been predetermined. A recent study using Ab 
engagement as a surrogate for ligand indicated that a popula-
tion of TCR-expressing cells that arose from a single cell 
adopted the  fate in the absence of Ab engagement and the 
 fate upon Ab stimulation (Kreslavsky et al., 2008), suggest-
ing that Ab engagement was acting instructionally to dictate 
fate. Consistent with those findings, we used the KN6 TCR 
Tg model and single cell progenitor analysis to demonstrate 
that the T-10d ligand acted instructionally to promote adoption 
of the  fate. Nevertheless, in another study that used tetra-
mer to identify T-10/22–reactive  cells, the indirect removal 
of ligand did not substantially reduce the number of T-10/22 
binding  T cells in the periphery, leading the authors to 
conclude that ligand engagement is not involved in shaping 
the TCR repertoire, and thus is unlikely to play a role in 
selection (Jensen et al., 2008). We favor an alternative inter-
pretation for three reasons. First, it is possible, if not likely, 
that  cells, like  T cells, are not selected on the same li-
gand responsible for their activation in the periphery (i.e.,  
T-10/22). Specifically, selection of KN6 TCR Tg thymo-
cytes is mediated by T-10d, which fails to activate in the pe-
riphery (Bonneville et al., 1989; Ito et al., 1990). Conversely, 
higher affinity T10b ligand activates KN6 cells in the periph-
ery but causes deletion in the thymus (Pereira et al., 1992; 
Lauritsen et al., 2009). Second, T-10/22 tetramer binding  
T cells have in common the utilization of the D2 element, but 
their affinity for T-10/22 can vary by >10-fold (Adams et al., 
2008), suggesting that members of the polyclonal T-10/22 
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and DN upon removal from the selecting milieu, consistent 
with the notion that ligand-independent  lineage commit-
ment may also be possible (Mahtani-Patching et al., 2011). 
Because so few TCR ligands are known, the identification 
of CD73 as a surrogate for ligand stimulation should facilitate 
progress in understanding how extensive a role ligand may 
play in  T cell development.

Although we have focused primarily on CD73 as a marker 
of lineage commitment, it is important to note that CD73 
also functions to hydrolyze adenosine monophosphate to  
adenosine, which can have immunosuppressive properties 
(Ohtsuka et al., 2010). In fact, CD73 is expressed on several 
cell types including regulatory T cells and plays a role in their 
ability to repress immune responses (Deaglio et al., 2007). 
However, CD73 function appears to be dispensable for   
T cell development because CD73-deficient mice have no 
apparent abnormalities in  T cell development (not depicted; 
Thompson et al., 2004). The effect of CD73 deficiency on 
 T cell function remains unclear.

Thymic  populations expressing CD73 are also enriched 
for those capable of producing cytokine. Indeed, the CD73+ 
populations of CD27+NK1.1 cells and CD27NK1.1 cells 
contain a larger fraction of cells capable of producing IFN- 
and IL-17, respectively, than the corresponding CD73 pop-
ulations (Fig. 6; Turchinovich and Hayday, 2011). The func-
tional capability is linked to suppression of Sox13 and Rorc 
expression in CD73+ IFN-–producing cells and the gain of 
Rorc by CD73+ IL-17–producing cells (Fig. 6). Because we 
have found that CD73 is induced in TCR+ progenitors 
after ligand engagement, this suggests that the specification of 
effector fate follows TCR–ligand engagement, even in the 
IL-17–producing subset that has been purported to develop 
in an antigen-naive manner (Jensen et al., 2008). In support, 
we found that the acquisition of IL-17 and, to a greater ex-
tent, IFN-–producing capability by KN6  T lineage pro-
genitors was dependent on ligand engagement (Fig. 7).

Recent expression profiling analysis revealed that imma-
ture CD24+ V subsets exhibited expression patterns of tran-
scription factors portending their ultimate effector fate and 
concluded that effector fate was both pre-programmed and 
independent of influence of TCR signaling, perhaps resulting 
from the developmental timing of V rearrangement. Specifi-
cally, Egr2 expression was elevated in immature V1.1+ cells 
that usually produce IFN-, whereas Rorc was elevated in 
V2+ cells that usually become IL-17 producers (Narayan et al., 
2012). Nevertheless, by further subdividing CD24high im-
mature V1.1+ and V2+ subsets based on CD73 expression, 
we came to different conclusions (Fig. 8). Consistent with the 
findings of Narayan et al. (2012), we found that CD73CD24high 
V subsets did exhibit elevated levels of transcription factors 
linked to effector fate. However, we found that CD73 induc-
tion among CD24high progenitors was accompanied by re-
modeling of the expression pattern of these transcription 
factors. Expression of Rorc (linked to IL-17 production) was 
decreased and Egr2 expression (linked to IFN- production) 
was increased, irrespective of the effector fate usually adopted 

are far higher in C57BL/6 thymic stroma than in stroma from 
FVB (Barbee et al., 2011). Alternatively, because the number 
of DETC in the fetal thymus of Skint1 mutant FVB.Tac 
mice is reduced to about the same extent as is CD73 induc-
tion, it is likely that the Skint1 mutation also modestly impairs 
 lineage commitment (Lewis et al., 2006). Skint1 expres-
sion on thymic stroma is required for DETC selection (Barbee 
et al., 2011). Accordingly, the Skint1 mutation might adversely 
affect lineage commitment and CD73 induction by reducing 
the ability of Skint1 to function as a selecting ligand or may 
indirectly impair lineage commitment, perhaps by reducing 
the availability of intrathymic niches where DETC selection 
can occur. Efforts are in progress to determine how the ab-
sence of Skint1 might interfere with lineage commitment as 
well as maturation.

Although CD73+TCR+ progenitors remain commit-
ted to the  fate even after separation from the selecting  
milieu, CD73TCR+ progenitors silence the TCR and 
switch to the  fate. The fate switching observed among 
CD73TCR+ progenitors is quite robust, as under cir-
cumstances where agonist stimulation can be limited during 
culture in vitro (e.g., for DETC progenitors), the vast major-
ity of CD73 cells switch fate and develop to the DP stage. 
Before developing to the DP stage, CD73TCR+ DN 
thymocytes silence their TCRs. Two mechanisms have 
been proposed previously to explain the silencing of the 
TCR in  lineage DP thymocytes: cessation of TCR- 
expression by the transcriptional silencing element near the 
TCR- constant region (Ishida et al., 1990; Ferrero et al., 
2006; Tani-ichi et al., 2011) and elimination of the TCR- 
locus by TCR- rearrangement (Pennington et al., 2005). In-
terestingly, neither of these mechanisms appears to be respon-
sible for silencing the TCR complex in CD73 progenitors 
because despite the loss of surface expression of the TCR 
complex, mRNA encoding both TCR-C and TCR-C 
continues to be expressed, whereas protein expression is ab-
sent, suggesting a posttranscriptional mechanism (Fig. 4). Ef-
forts are in progress to establish the basis for silencing of the 
TCR by CD73  progenitors, as well as to use CD73 
induction to gain insight into the regulation of the  lineage 
commitment process.

Based both on published evidence and our own investiga-
tion, CD73 induction appears to require TCR–ligand inter-
actions (Fig. 2; Chalmin et al., 2012), which has important 
implications for the role of ligand in  lineage commitment. 
The induction of CD73 appears to begin quite early among 
TCR-expressing progenitors, as it is first observed during 
maturation of the most immature TCR+ progenitors 
(TCR+CD27+CD25+) to their immediate CD27+CD25 
progeny. At steady state, 25% of TCR+ thymocytes  
express CD73, indicating that a substantial proportion of 
TCR+ cells commit to the  fate in response to ligand 
engagement. This is likely to be an underestimate of the frac-
tion of TCR+ thymocytes that encounter ligand in the 
thymus, as >90% of peripheral  T cells express CD73. Nev-
ertheless, some CD73TCR+ progenitors remained CD73 
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mice have been previously described (Lauritsen et al., 2009). C57BL/6 mice 
were bred and maintained at the Fox Chase Cancer Center Animal Facility. 
For FTOC, timed pregnant FVB carrying a point mutation in Skint1 (FVB/
NTac) and C57BL/6 were obtained from Taconic (Boyden et al., 2008).

Retroviral transduction and OP9 culture. Viral particles were produced 
by transient calcium phosphate transfection of Phoenix cells. shRNAs target-
ing T-10/22 were expressed in the MSCV-based vector LMS, which was 
described previously (Dickins et al., 2005). The KN6 TCR was cloned 
into pMiY as a Tescovrius 2A linked fusion protein as previously described 
(Lauritsen et al., 2009). The DETC TCR-pMiY construct was a gift of  
W. Havran (Scripps Research Institute, La Jolla, CA). TCR-–pMIG was 
produced as previously described (Ciofani et al., 2006). T-10d was amplified 
by PCR from cDNA generated from BALB/c splenocytes and cloned into 
pMiCherry. OP9-DL1 cells expressing T-10d (Ligand+) or in which low 
level expression of endogenous T-10/22 was knocked down (Ligand) were  
produced by retroviral transduction with pMiCherry–T-10d or MLS-T-10 
shRNA vectors, respectively. After 48 h, transduced cells were isolated by cell 
sorting (pMiCherry+ or GFP+), and T10 expression was quantified by real-
time PCR. The altered levels of T10 in these cells were found to be stable. 
Fetal livers were harvested from Rag2/ mice at day 14.5 of gestation and 
cell suspensions were centrifuged over a cushion of Lympholyte-M (Cedar-
lane Labs). Isolated cells were expanded on OP9-DL1 for 7 d in the presence 
of 5 ng/ml IL-7 and 5 ng/ml Flt3L (R&D Systems) and then harvested for 
spin infection using retroviral supernatant treated with 8 µg/ml polybrene 
(Sigma-Aldrich). Infected cells were cultured overnight, and YFP+ DN3 
(Thy1.2+CD25+CD44) cells were sorted the next day and cultured on 
OP9-DL1 for the duration of the experiment. For bulk cultures, cells were 
transferred to fresh monolayers every 4 d. For single-cell assays, progenitors 
were sorted directly into individual wells of 96-well plates containing 4,000 
-irradiated OP9-DL1 cells (15 Gy). On day 5, half of the medium was re-
placed with fresh medium containing 10 ng/ml IL-7 and 10 ng/ml Flt3L.

Flow cytometry and intracellular TCR staining. Abs against Thy1.2 
(53–2.1), CD24 (M1/69), CD25 (PC61), CD44 (IM7), TCR- (GL3), 
TCR- (H57-597), CD4 (GK1.5), CD8 (53–6.7), CD27 (LG.7F9), 
CD45RB (C363-16A), CD73 (Ty/11.8), V2 (UC3-10A6), V3 (536), 
and NK1.1 (PK136) were purchased from eBioscience, BD, or BioLegend. 
Anti-V1.1 antibody was provided by R. O’Brien (National Jewish Medical 
Center, Denver, CO). Propidium iodide gating was included for dead cell 
exclusion. Data were collected on either a LSRII or FACSVantage SE (BD) 
and analyzed using FlowJo Software (Tree Star). For isolation of thymic  
T cell populations, thymocytes were harvested from 6–7-wk-old C57BL/6 
mice, depleted with anti-CD4 and anti-CD8 magnetic beads (Miltenyi Bio-
tec), and isolated by cell sorting. A dump gate (NK1.1, B220, Ter11, Gr-1, 
and CD11b) was included. Intracellular TCR chains were detected by 
blocking surface TCR using unlabeled Ab, fixing for 10 min with 1% para-
formaldehyde at room temperature, permeabilization with saponin and NP-
40 detergents, and then staining with fluorochrome-conjugated anti–TCR- 
and TCR- Ab.

FTOC. Fetuses were harvested from timed-pregnant FvBN.Tac or C57BL/6 
mice at day 14 of gestation, after which thymic lobes were cultured on Isopore 
membrane filters (Millipore) resting on Helistat collagen sponges (Integra Life 
Sciences) in Iscove’s medium containing 20% FCS as described previously 
(Haks et al., 2005). At the indicated time points, lobes were harvested and sin-
gle cell suspensions were prepared for analysis by flow cytometry.

Analysis of cytokine production. Sorted cell populations were stimulated 
with 1 µg/ml ionomycin and 50 ng/ml PMA for 5 h at 37°C in the presence 
of Brefeldin A (eBioscience). Cells were labeled with Live/Dead fixable vio-
let dead cell stain kit (Invitrogen) and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde 
according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were permeabilized and 
stained in Perm/Wash buffer (BD) using Ab against IFN- (XMG1.2) and 
IL-17A (TC11-18H10.1; BioLegend) for analysis by flow cytometry.

by the V subset. Expression of these transcription factors was 
then realigned with V usage upon maturation into CD24low 
functionally competent effectors (Fig. 8). Based on these ob-
servations, we propose that although some predisposition may 
exist among CD24highCD73 V subsets, the TCR–ligand 
engagement that induces CD73 and  lineage commitment 
remodels expression of the transcription factors that specify 
effector fate, severing the link with V usage. Consequently, the 
CD24highCD73+ population appears to represent a develop-
mental intermediate that is  lineage committed but has not 
yet acquired effector function. Moreover, we propose that speci-
fication of effector fate then occurs under the influence of a 
variety of factors, including signaling by Notch, the TCR, 
and cytokines. Under the influence of these factors, a subset 
of cells in this developmental intermediate is resolved into ma-
ture CD24low effectors in which the expression of transcription 
factors linked to effector fate has been realigned with V usage. 
Accordingly, because CD73 induction appears to mark a meta-
stable intermediate from which the effector fate is ultimately re-
solved, we suggest that  lineage commitment and effector fate 
are specified sequentially in separable processes. Therefore, unrav-
eling the processes that control CD73 expression may lead to in-
sights into additional signaling cascades and molecular effectors 
that specify  fate and effector function.

We have presented evidence suggesting that CD73 in-
duction serves to mark those DN TCR+ progenitors that 
have adopted the  fate and entered an intermediate state 
from which effector fate is resolved. Because so few selecting 
ligands for  T cells are known, the manipulation of one of 
those ligands could reveal the role of that ligand in  T lin-
eage commitment or adoption of effector fate by a particular 
 subset, but the question of whether those principles could 
be applied more generally to other  cells remained unan-
swered. We now show that CD73 is a TCR ligand-induced 
molecule that can serve as a surrogate indicator for ligand ex-
perience, irrespective of the identity of the ligand. Conse-
quently, our observation that nearly all peripheral  T cells 
express CD73 suggests that most  T cells are ligand experi-
enced. Likewise, a substantial fraction of IFN-–producing 
thymic  cells express CD73, in agreement with recent 
studies suggesting that their development requires ligand 
(Jensen et al., 2008). Surprisingly, however, CD73 is ex-
pressed by an even greater proportion of CD27NK1.1 
thymic  lineage cells that produce IL-17, raising the possi-
bility that even IL-17–producing  cells, which are thought 
to develop in a ligand-independent manner (Jensen et al., 
2008), may have encountered ligand. Accordingly, CD73 in-
duction promises to be a useful tool with which to address 
some of the longstanding, unresolved questions regarding the 
way that  lineage fate is specified and how this relates to 
adoption of effector fate during development in the thymus.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice. All mice were maintained in Fox Chase Cancer Center’s AALAC- 
accredited animal colony and all procedures were approved by the Institu-
tional Animal Care and Use Committee. KN6 Tg Rag2/, B2m/, Lck/ 
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